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— =— — — NUCLEAR DETONATIONS = = = = 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article by Dr. A. Broido of see 
the U.S. Forest Service, which appeared in the March 1963 +x VULNERABILITY OF FIRE AREA 
"Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists’’, is reprinted in condensed ‘Since World War II, major improvements have been made 
form as an interesting and significant analysis of the value in our weapons of destruction and little, if anything, has 
of shelters against thermal and fire effects of nuclear weapons. been done to decrease the fire vulnerability of our sur- 
Reprints of the entire article are being furnished to local CD roundings. Therefore, we can expect the results of any 
directors and are available to interested persons on request future conflicts to be even more catastrophic. * * * 
to the State CD Bureau However, in considering the ioe fire areas that may be 

expected in a future attack with nuclear weapons, it is 
a ee Ee important to remember that these larger computed areas 

include bodies of water, deserts, etc., and that the total 
“In recent analyses of the effects of nuclear weapons, area of actual fire involvement would usually be much 
thermal and fire effects have been receiving belated re- less than the total area encompassed in such com- 
cognition as potentially more eemaging for greater dis- putations. * * * 

ces and with greater production of casualties than «Oo Feu eeee h a 
@::: blast or fallout effects. In fact, the larger yield nce a mass fire has formed, the usual prognosis for 

eapons which are now available raise the possibility people trapped within the fire area is not very favorable. 
of high altitude detonations to maximize fire effects; Statements from the most pessimistic sources on what 
such detonations present no early fallout hazard and, if might be needed to shelter these people are discouraging, 
sufficiently high, no significant blast effects. to say the least. Often citied as illustrative of what can 

2 be expected in underground shelters in a fire storm area 
“Thus, it is becoming increasingly clear that a major are the many victims found dead in ‘shelters’ in bombed 
concern of any effective civil defense program must be German cities such as Hamburg. 
to find means of minimizing thermal radiation and fire “Th oan 
effects. Further, the problem is not restricted to war- ese pessimistic statements overlook the fact that 
time; mass fires may occur in peacetime, too, started the so-called shelters which served as death traps in 
by such events as earthquakes or a rambunctious cow Hamburg were all locations in basements of the typical 
knocking over a lantern. * * * This article focuses on many-storied, Mae cerman Sat Le When pee 
the environment that is to be expected should a mass EU ee We CARE CCAD aS he pCOPs lng basement sie? 
fire occur and considers possibilities of survival in such ters below could certainly be first asphyxiated and then 
Ae ea onment. ce sia fe Fecor as re et more 

an percent of the i people in the fire storm 
“In seeking information about the environment in large area of Hamburg survived—including practically all of 
scale fires we find, unfortunately, all too much practical the more than 50,000 who sought refuge in bunkers, 
experience to draw upon. London in 1666, Moscow in covered trenches, and other non-basement shelters. 
1812, Chicago in 1871, San Francisco in 1906 are per- Also overlooked are such facts as the survival near 
haps the best known examples. * * * ground zero at Nagasaki of the several hundred people 
Fs H World W. h daed who bothered to enter their hillside tunnel shelters and 
The pembing necks o cf bl ar Il, however, a id the survival of scores of experienced forest fire fighters 

a new dimension to the fire problem. Large areas cou in tunnels, caves, or even under well-soaked blankets 
be ignited more or less simultaneously, enveloping whole in a cleared area in the middle of a roaring inferno. 
cities in fire and burning them to the ground in a matter 
of hours. The old city section of Hamburg took four days 
to burn in 1842. In contrast, in the fire raid on Hamburg x PROTECTIVE SHELTER PROSPECTS 

eae gee aotitds of all the: buuldings in 2G ‘Experimental investigations into methods of increasin, 
a ee gee ere ablaze within twentyeminutes: chances of survival in a fire zone have been conducted 
“There is a tendency to forget that even before the in- only on a scale small compared to the areas discussed 
troduction of atomic weapons at the end of World War II ae HOW CTES) many of the Doren pee ey 

ch total devastation had been inflicted a number of able to simple computation. — me simple laws o 
@:: by conventional fire attacks on cities in Germany nature geolde the Rosse, of a fire in a given fuel 

: d e ae a . a La ae on Tokyo on ea bed ons mr ae gad ee the pone ae dasting 
, 1945 caused a mass fire which destroyed an area o much longer. : eee, . ney 

16 square miles (compared with less than five square results indicate i ee Pree ge 
miles in Hiroshima and less than two in Nagasaki) and in simple underground shelters in the middle of a fire 
caused more than 80,000 deaths and more ita 100,000 zone is highly probable. * * * 
injuries, perhaps more casualties than in Hiroshima and (Continued on page 2) 
Nagasaki combined. Column 2
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ye ve xe FROM THE DIRECTOR XX x* EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR DETONATIONS — — 
The issue of the Saturday Evening Post which appeared : fCont/d- frommpage: 1) 
on March 19th contained an article under the arresting “It must be conceded that people trapped in the r® 
title, ‘Survival of the Fewest,”’ and subtitled, ‘‘The or in combustible structures in mass fire areas will su 
shocking truth. . . Millions would die needlessly... .”’ cumb from a large variety of effects, and in such sit- 

Pes s ea uations speculations as to the major cause of death is 
This 1S scarcely news to those who ate laboring a the most unprofitable. * * * Suppose, however, you are in 
civil defense vineyard. The main point of the article, a simple backyard shelter ficated so that neither the 
however, may well be news tome Dy, of the ees who shelter nor its vent can be covered by rubble, with three 
read it—namely, that millions of lives could be saved, feet of earth overhead and a mass fire raging around you 
in case of war, by the expenditure of a relatively few ae A > 2 
dollars now, to build the additional shelter spaces we What can happen tojyou insides hisses 
must have to ensure national survival. “One claim that has been made is that all the air will 

As Ins nooth’s News Halen explained, we have goten. Be tucked ou of the shee japlying te creation of 0 
ings in Wisconsin, We shall be fortunate to realiee, from Hoate that anything but a very slight drop in pressure hes ae Sire L 3 can possibly occur. 
this potentia pmany more than 1.5 million actually marked 
and stocked, usable spaces, even with the hardest work “Another argument, which probably formed the rational 
by local CD Directors in the year ahead. That leaves basis for the first one, is that the fire will consume all 
2.5 million citizens of Wisconsin without shelter, save of the oxygen in the vicinity. If one computes the amount 

what they may be able to provide for themselves. of oxygen needed to completely burn the typical single 

OCD has proposed to Congress a Shelter Financing Pro- family residence, he will find that the necessary oxygen 
ne to ffl this shelter gap—in plain terms, to provide th coerce ae peer ee oe ie 8 a ee of of 
ife insurance for 2.5 million or more men, women and Mig HOUSE 400 Seip] 6 Ur 3 ee eee et eee 
children in Wisconsin alone. I/ the authorizing legisla- includes the air available over the street, backyard, and 
tion is approved by Congress, and i/ the necessary monies other open spaces, this brings the Bees height down 
are eprron ated, then schools, hospitals, and colleges, ee a — fae — rafts bse 
as well as welfare, governmental and other non-profit PESO ee eS ee eV LOle Rtg a tere LS nOvemere ee 
institutions, would be eligible to receive $2.50 per square will be superimposed on the general strong updrafts. 
foot for shelter space added to newor existing buildings. Thus considerable internal mixing of air is bound to 

= : occur in all regions within the fire area and any general 
The Shelter Financing Program, even after Cuba, it seems depletion of oxygen will be momentary at worst. One 
safe to say, will be enacted and funded on/y if our Sena- other interesting point to bear in mind is that there is 
tors and Representatives hear from their constituents. a close relationship between the amount of oxygen nec- 
They have many programs Presentee to them, from eee essary for human survival and the amount oe oxygen 
culture to conservation to orsign aid to ge They necessary for combustion. Thus, the continuation 
can not be expected to be familiar with all of them, and active burning may be considered sufficient evidenc 
the civil defense shelter program, to be realistic, is new that the oxygen concentration in the vicinity has not 
and novel. dropped below that necessary for survival. 

A Navy or Army appropriation may win approval based on “The next argument is that large quantities of carbon 
the fact that all Members have at least a nodding ac- monoxide and other toxic gases will be produced and 
quaintance with the armed services. A civil defense bill will be drawn into the shelter. Unfortunately, experiments 
Or appropaalon: on the other hand, may not get this ben- have shown that this is indeed possible. * * * However, 
efit of the doubt, simply because the thermonuclear threat it has already been mentioned that the amount of fuel 
is new-and the shelter program is new. available in any single location is consumed in a rela- 

2 ae A 5 tively short period of time—an hour or two of active burn- 

The Shelees Finagcing Plan, thersforg, ara! have song Ing ac the most © © # Phun il you can Jas close dow 
who support the plan must include not only civil defense ae venenee pee ten ate tOtn rae. you, should és P : ave little difficulty in surviving the flaming portion of 
directors, but parents, doctors, merchants, in fact every : . : . : : : 5 : ; E : 
one who thinks it worth while to invest in national sur- the fire burning overhead, and, provided your vent is 
Si ealnSirance. located so that it will not be buried by rubble, any air 

: you draw in subsequently should be relatively free of 
The authorizing legislation is HR 3516 in the House of carbon monoxide and other toxic gases. 
Representatives and S. 844 in the Senate. Letters sup- “rhe: Haat concen et an gone Gnderscnaid: inca -firevarea 
porting the Shelter Financing Program would properly go debe th 2 Rene. DE ee ie fee 
to interested citizens’ own Representatives and Senators, Nes; oii ee ne eee ihioueh ee feel a 
also to Representative Carl Vinson, Chairman of the : oe . 
House Armed Services Committee, and Senator Richard oe eee Se eae nabnie 
Russell, Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Com- : 
mittee. (These Committees will be holding hearings on piled high above the shelter. 
HR 3516 and S. 844, respectively.) Representatives and “Thus, all evidence, both from a study of the major fires 
Senators may be reached at the House and Senate Office of the past and from simple small-scale experimentation 
Buildings, respectively, Washington 25, D.C. and theoretical considerations, points to the relative 

Sir Winston Churchill once remarked that democratic safety of an underground location in a cleared area within 
nations get the governments they deserve. Whether or not . ao i eee oe ae ca 
that observation is strictly true, it seems all too true See eee ee ee eee ke 
that the United States will have the civil defense pro- vents located as far as possible from any combustible 
gram it deserves. If enough citizens request that Con- material, can be expected to provide Sood protection 

i i against the fire as well as against the fallout effec gress take prudent precautions against the danger of iS : Bae c 
nuclear attack, our Senators and Representatives will of a nuclear detonation. Since such fire effects ma 
undoubtedly do so. If Congress does not hear from the under the apne circumstances, cover areas far exceeding 
people, we may not see the Shelter Financing Program in the areas of severe fallout hazards, this additional fea- 
1965 —'and we should not deserve to see it. — ae be considered —— by Tale ieee 

5 a atin the construction o a allout shelter. 

It might not be a bad idea for each person working in P e 
civil defense to pledge to himself that he will have at kee CDxx 
least six other people, not in CD, write to Congress.
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PHONE COMPANY BUILDINGS MARKED DEFICIENCIES CORRECTED 
AS PUBLIC SHELTERS IN 200-BED HOSPITALS 

@:: Keene, defense activities supervisor of the Wis- Louis E. Remily, Director of the CD Division for the 
Consin Telephone Company, has announced that over 60 State Board of Health, reports that all but a few defi- 
of the company’s buildings are being marked and stocked ciencies found by the General Service Administration 
as public fallout shelters. Keene also said that all come (GSA) in a 1962 anepeehion of Wisconsin’s 200-bed CD 
any buildings where there are operating and office forces emergency hospitals have now been corrected. 
i at least two employees trained in the use of the Last summer GSA inspected 44 of the 56 units Preponte 
eo instruments which are being provided by tioned at various locations in the state and found a total 
the federal government along with other enpplics for of 58 deficiencies in 24 of the hosp iis. Twenty of the 
stocking in the public shelters located under the shelter units had no deficiencies. Of the 24, cal seven remain 
survey program. in need of corrective action, Remily said, and this will 

i ible. 
In reference to the black and yellow signs being posted Be eccomplised fee ae Se defici d 
to mark shelter sites, Keene said, ‘When you see these He said, generally, the most ponte euciency note 
signs on our buildings, as well as other public build- was inadequate fire protection and security. As soon as 
ings, it means they are signs of survival for anyone. the GSA report was received, immediate action was 
‘And ‘anyone’ includes, of course, employees and their taken, in cooperation with local directors, medical direc- 
families, whether they work in the building, live near it tors and custodians, to meet federal standards for proper 

or are merely passing by it during an emergency.” maintenance and storage. 
E r ees : Percentage-wise, the GSA report showed Wisconsin CD 

Keene said because there is communications equipment hospitals as having the least number of deficiencies of 
located in the buildings’ basements, shelter licenses any state in Region 4. 
specify only employees may use areas near this equip- 
ment. The public will be sheltered in other designated kee CD *& *& 
areas. He said that a shelter manager will be trained 
for each chalet area” SURPLUS DOSIMETERS RECEIVED BY SASP 

The State Agency for Surplus Property (SASP) has re- 
vi ipabelaie ts ciel cores ier auantty of pocket dosimeters which ee 

een set aside at the request of the State ureau for 
FOUR NEW RURSL CD donation to eligible CD organizations. PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE g é 

The U.S. Department of Agriculeure (USDA), in coopers- ii Sinam ausneity cf 10 available to any one organization 
lich a Den acc a Pee SasHAS eS in order to achieve an equitable distribution. interested 
af ee Ouran’ te bo peereral: ot . Thay SURpOr SS directors should submit their requests on the standard 

eo COSTES NESSIE fae leiectoe hei tee Mien Sod surplus property application form in triplicate to the 
TSUN PASI Fallout From Nuclear Attack State CD Bureau through their Area Directors. Applica- 

5 tions will be processed in the order received until the 
ie 2 supply of the hes is exhausted. Applications not filled Fallout and Your Farm Food (USDA PA-515) TP 5 oe. - . = 
Ri Guealiivesiock Gans Suevive «Pallout (Brom eu remain on back order until this item is again avail- 

Nuclear Attack (USDA PA-516) Bees 
*Rural Fire Def : You Can Survi For application purposes, the Group No. of the item is 
PA-517) ee ee Can Soe 6665 and the description should oct “*Landsverk radiac 

meter (pocket dosimeter). The instrument measures radi- 
The USDA Cooperative Agricultura] Extension Service ation from 0-600 roetgens and can be recharged on the 
has made distribution to County Agricultural and Home Bendix charger contained in the kits previously re- 
Demonstration Agents throughout the U.S. Local CD ceived by many directors under the federal radiological 
directors may obtain copies from these sources or by training program. SASP will also ship orders to donee, if 
writing to: Agriculture Bulletin Room, Agriculture Bulletin requested on application form. 
Building, University of Wisconsin, Madison. The pub- oe CDe-o-* 
lications may also be requested from the Civil Defense 
Branch, U.S. Army AG Publications a through the PUBLIC INFORMATION MATERIALS 
State CD Bureau. However, a period of 30-60 days should 3 F 
be allowed for receipt of shipments from that source. Soe oF ee 
When ordering, title and publication number should be i Hove holdere ant MP-15, ‘‘Famil Fallout Saee? 
specified. y 

PB-4 is now being reprinted as H-8 retaining the original 
pee. ss title. All back orders will be filled some time in ae 

1963.MP-15 will not be reprinted, but will be supersede 
510 PERSONS COMPLETE CDAE by H-7, ‘‘Family Shelter Designs”’ and other peblications 

COURSE IN FEBRUARY to be printed at some future date. No information is pre- 
According to a report received from Lloyd E. Berray of sently available on the nature of these other publications. 

the State Department of Vocational and Adult Education, OCD will soon furnish the State CD Bureau with prints 
510 adults completed the Civil Defense Adult Education of a new one-minute TV are announcement titled ‘‘Shel- 
(CDAE) course in February. This brings the total number ter Sign Significance’’ which is to be used to Seppo 
of adults who have completed the course to 1,539. local shelter marking and eee activities. Subject 

Berray, who is a supervisor in the CDAE program, also matter includes the people behind the shelter sign —the 
eported that 90 teachers were in training in February building owner, the civil defense director, first aid se 

oe: that a total of 218 teachers have completed the sonnel, the use of radiological instruments, and STE, aes 
teacher training course. .Courses were held in 22 new of food, water, and equipment. The CD Bureau will make 
localities with an estimated number of 40 new courses automatic distribution of the spots to local directors 
to begin in March. All told, 23 courses were completed where TV stations are located, as soon as they are re- 
in February and a total of 59 have been completed to ceived from OCD. Directors should personally contact 
dae. their station managers when the spots are received and 

urge their extensive use in conjunction with local aspects 
xk k CD xk x * of the program.
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WEST ALLIS -— Results of Phase I and Phase II of the APPLETON — A contract has been awarded to 
shelter survey program in this city were recently sub- the Graybar Electric Company, of Green Bay 
mitted to Mayor Arnold Klentz by Chester J. Newman, for design of a complete CD siren warning sys- 
West Allis CD director. Among other things, the report tem in Outagamie. The system will be the first 
shows that 114 shelter areas were checked during Phase all-county warning system in Wisconsin, and 
I. Of these 114, re-examination during Phase II to deter- probably in the nation. The Graybar Company 
mine the protection factor (PF) showed that 52 had a was awarded the contract over tour competing 
PF of 20-39 and are of no use; 14 had a PF of 40-99; firms on their low bid of $43,980. According to 
42 a PF of 100-1000; and 6 had no Phase II records. Lee Penney, county CD director, the firm will 
Originally only those shelters bavi a PF of 100 or prepare specifications for the project which will 
over were to be stocked, but OCD has now indicated then be submitted to the city-county CD com- 
that those with a PF of 40-99 will also be stocked. As mittee for approval. After approval, the county 
a result, total stockable spaces found were 20,551. Of will advertise for bids to install the system. 
the stockable shelter areas found 38 have been licensed, 
10 are pending further action, 5 refused to be licensed, HRS es CDE akan 
and 3 haven’t replied to letters. 

xxx CD xx & 

MONTFORT -— According to a report received from Elmer 
C. Mueller, city CD director, Grant county CD organiza- PROGRESS REPORTS DUE 
tions now have eight Rescue piuad emergency vehicles Local CD organizations and state agencies having CD 
manned by volunteer workers that have organized as a responsibilities are reminded that 3rd Quarter program 
unit. Mueller also reports that all members have been paper progress reports are due by April 10, 1965, Local 
qualified in first aid and that all areas are equipped with directors should submit their reports to their Area Di- 
two-way radios on the Grant county sheriff’s dpecimene rectors by this date. 
frequency. An inventory of equipment has also been set 
up inorder to expedite availability in event of emergency. In additions 31d Quarter P&A billines are uemttarne 

xe * CD * x aa eee not later than Acai 20, 1963. These 
illings should be sent thly i der t id ah 

EAU CLAIRE — Paul Boley, county CD director, reports, work Sead at the cr ieee ae eau eb he aati. 
that four and one-half semi-trailer loads of supplies for Political subdivisions failing to submit progress re, ® 
stocking in 25 larger public shelters would shortly ar- and P&A billings by (ced EES antes ay 5 = 
rive at the Army Reserve Center on Keith street and suspended from all Federal programs until they are re- 
would be distributed by reserves on a voluntary basis. ceived, in accordance with OCD regulations. 
Boley lauded the fine cooperation of the reserves in as- i 
sisting in the shelter program. The supplies are slated koe eC DE Rick ok 
to be stocked in shelters outside the Habe plant here, 

Boley said. kee CD kk & DIRECTIVE ON FLOOD PRECAUTIONS ISSUED 

SHEBOYGAN — County CD director, James P. Smyth, has The State cl Bureau Se = pe Sane oH local SO era 
turned out an excellent series of CD articles recently ere oar San De SS Sosa goo Hee 2 
for the Sheboygan press on various eee of the county’s ebeus qh = sk qa hee Caieea re eaes ene ee 
program. The articles were headed ‘‘Diary of A Civil aan E AS Snou Coe Le oat Megas, to ne on hohe 
Defuse Director’ and cover the shelter program, avail- wecite 'B oar oh ae hae areas. Alt oe a © 
able training courses, fallout protection and other impor- : oe cs ape las indicatedsthat no Shae eke 
tant subjects on civil defense. Smyth also has 15-minute = eae floods FALAS OLDS CAS On aD IC Pr embereuunce 
weekly radio programs to help create a public awareness COPS SUS Ce OOSINS a ete ata. 
and stimulate interest among local citizens. ee CDi a xen 

After 10 days, return to 
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